Lorica Claesson
User experience designer
lorica@nordicusability.com
UX designer with 10+ years of experience.
Passion for innovative Mobile apps that are tailored for real users. Designing engaging
and easy-to-use interfaces backed up by a solid technical understanding of what is
feasible and using a range of methods for understanding what users really want and
need.
Education
Master in Computer Science with focus on Human Computer Interaction from the Royal
Institute of Technology Stockholm
Work
Consulting as UX designer since 2009. Have had the opportunity to work with a range of
amazing clients like Swisscard, Ricardo, Baselworld, Local.ch, Homegate Audatex, R3PI,
Biovotion and many more, designing and improving mobile apps, websites and desktop
applications
Strengths
Finding simple workflows even for seemingly complex tasks. Highly experienced in platform
apropriate design patterns for Mobile Apps. Software engineering knowledge that facilitates
communication around implementation with developers.
Tools
Sketch - Wireframes
Invision - Clickable prototypes
Principle - Animations & Transitions
Languages
English - Fluent
German - B1
French - A2
Swedish - Native

Projects
A selection of the projects I’ve worked through Nordic Usability during the past few
years.
Real estate

Art Fair

Homegate LTD (Dec 2017 - Ongoing)
Improving the existing Homegate iOS and Android apps by revisiting navigation and
introducing a more personalized view to support the user through the apartment
hunting process. Collaborating closely with the homegate team of Product manager and
Developers.

ArtBasel (2015) Designed press section to give access to articles, images etc relating to
the shows. Conducted user research with press professionals to determine what was
needed. Deliverables were a clickable high fidelity mockup.

Retail

Ricardo.ch (Feb - May 2018) Switzerlands biggest online market place. Worked on
improving the mobile apps of Ricardo.ch, proposing a more personalized way of viewing
ongoing auctions and a users activity in the app. Collected requirements, did user
research, made clickable prototypes and conducted user testing to understand the users
needs and validate the concepts.
Finance

Swisscard (2017) Designed an iOS app from scratch to allow Swisscards customers to
view their credit card transactions and statements. Collected requirements and
designed solution proposals, presented these as clickable prototypes. Iterated with
stakeholders and collaborated closely with developers.
Watch and Jewellery Fair

Baselworld (2015 - 2016) Designed website to allow the press to apply for their
accreditation online. Managed stakeholders and collaborated with the development
agency. Following the branding of the customer was extremely important.

Directories

Local.ch (2014 - 2018) Swiss phonebook app and website.
Worked on the existing iOS and Android App, improving the design both visually and
structurally, as well as supporting teams when adding new features. Making sure the
users needs were catered to. Conducted user testing, presented to stakeholders and
worked closely with teams.
Insurance & Car damage estimatics

Audatex (2010 - 2013) Worked on industry applications for estimating the repair cost
of a damaged car. (iOS & Android Tablets). Oversaw design process from start to finish.
Did user research, field studies & surveys. Made concepts, wireframes and mock-ups.
Managed 2 external designers. Delegated work and reviewed results.

